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Definition 1 

      A condition P is said to hold almost everywhere with 

respect to the measure and denoted by a.e. if there is a 

set   of measure 0 such that the condition P hold 

outside  

 

Definition 2: 

     Let  be probability space,  let ,…} a 

sequence of integrable random variable on  and 

 an increasing sequence of sub field of ; 

 is assumed -measurable that is                

. The sequence  is said to 

be Martingale difference if and only if for all                 

0  a.e. . 

 

 

Definition3   

     Let  be probability space and  such that 

 , define the function , by 

 for all ,  

then  is measure on  such that , the value 

 is called conditional probability  of  given B and 

is written as .  
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Since ,  

therefore  

 

Definition 4  

     Let   be a Random object define on probability 

space  and . A conditional 

probability denoted by   and  it is satisfy the 

following: 

 

Where  is probability measure induced by  

 

 

Definition 5 

      Let   be a random variable define on probability 

space . A conditional expectation  denoted by  

 and  define as 

follows  

 

 

Where   is conditional probability density 

function of    of  given  
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Properties of conditional expectation  

      Let ,  be extended random variables on 

 , with all expectation assumed exist 

1- If  where  is constant , then  

2- If , then   

3- If , then  

4- If  , then  

5-   

 

Definition 6 

      Let  is an extended  random Variable on  the  

probability space  whose expectation exist, and   

 is a random object  then the 

conditional expectation   is 

characterized   as a.e. ] unique 

function  satisfying  

 

Now  

let  , 

then . 
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The random variable  denoted by   and 

called the conditional expectation of  with respect to . 

 

Example  

 If  

 

Example  

 If 

  

     

 

 

 

Definition 7:  

     Let be finite or countable set. Suppose to each pair 

is there is assigned a nonnegative  number and 

that these numbers the satisfy the constraint   
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Let  be sequence of random variables whose 

ranges and contained in  The sequence is a Markov 

chain or  Markov processes if  

 

 

For every n and every sequence  in for which 

. The  state space or 

phase space of the process and the  are the transition 

probabilities. 

 

Example   

      Let  be a random variable with sample space . If 

 are events such that   for  

and  , then  

 

Sol. : since 

 

                                     =  

                                     =  

                                     =  

                                     =  
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Definition 8 

     The sequence of random variables  convergent  in 

probability to if  

  for all and written by  

. 

Definition 9: 

       let  be a collection of subsets of a set Ω. The smallest 

field  containing is called the field generated by  , 

and it is denoted by ,i.e. . 

Let be a topological space . The field generated by  is 

called the Borel field and it is denoted by , i.e.  

.  

The members of  are called Borel set of Ω 

 

Definition 10 

      The sequence of random variables  convergent  in 

(or in mean of order ) to if  

 and written by  

. 

 

Definition 11 
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     The sequence of random variables  convergent  in  

distribution  to if  

  for any point  where the 

distribution function  continuous, and written by  

. 

Definition 12: 

We say a random variable  is stopping time 

if the event   for evrey t     

 . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


